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New York Times and USA Today best-selling author.When accountant Ben Weaver awakens after

an erotic dream, he encounters a wife who is unwilling, uninterested, and who once again has a

headache. The unworldly but focused Ben decides he will do anything to rekindle his sex life,

including imitating the erotic techniques of billionaire Christian Grey from the Fifty Shades series.

Unable to withstand the pent-up ache radiating from his tender blue testicles, Ben decides to take

Grey's methods to a whole new level in order to relieve the pressure on his... er, marriage. Shocked

by her husband's unusual plan, Kate Weaver hesitates in giving him what he desires. But for all his

trappings of non-success - his ordinary accounting job where coworkers steal his sandwiches and

brag about their sex lives, his lack of wealth, his inability to seduce his own wife - Ben is a man with

one saving talent: the driving determination to reignite his sex life no matter what it takes. When the

couple embarks on a daring and dangerous physical adventure, Kate discovers her husband's

fanatical zeal to explore all of Christian Grey's darkest desires, with calamitous results. Erotic,

hilarious, and highly disturbing, Fifty Shades of Fifty Shades of Grey is a spin-off that will titillate you,

amuse you, and stay with you until the next erotic romance crosses your Kindle.
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I really didn't know what to expect when I purchased this book, but to my surprise a comedy classic.

Be ready to take an afternoon, an evening, or a night cuddled up on a couch with some tea, coffee,

or your favorite wine and belly laugh at the antics and extremes a husband will go to to rekindle



romance. I hear you out there..... You past around Fifty Shades of Gray to all your friends and

acquaintances now back to reality and pass this book around as it hits the target of a 20 year stale

marriage and attempt to start the fire. This is a winner. SLD

I am a huge fan of Riley Ford's other books. When a read a teaser of this book I had to purchase it.

For couples who have been together many years or even those that are just beginning life together,

it is a great reminder about keeping the relationship fresh. Though the main character does not do a

great job in romancing his wife, the attempts are heartfelt and hysterical. I laughed out loud several

times as I read through the chapters. Especially funny if you have read Fifty Shades of Grey!

I just had to get this book after reading the previews. Reading all the comments on this book had

validated that it was a must to get it. I swear I started off with giggles then the ROTFLMAO. I had to

dry my eyes off from the tears I got from laughing. I definitely needed a book that could make me

laugh. Laughter makes the soul happy....:)

Omg so after reading the reviews on this book and after having read all of the fifty shades books I

just had to give this a read. So glad I did. My only complaint was that I wish it was longer. I read it in

a night. Laughed all the way through it. Great read.

I read this in one sitting. Since most of us have at least heard of the fifty shades trilogy, and many

more of us have read it, this book is just in time. Even if you have never heard of Christian grey, or

even S&M, this book will have you laughing out loud all the way through!

What a loving partner would do to spice things up again in the bedroom....... Oh course turning into

Mr Grey all fifty shades might be a bit much for a plan old Vanilla couple......Hilarious book about

getting a marriage back on tracks after a ruff patch - think it covers all the things NOT to try.....Had

me laughing out loud

This book was very entertaining and very, very funny. I would recomend it to anyone who wants to

laugh and it will keep your interst to the very end.

Short & Sweet ! I tend to get biased by saying better than 50 shades !!!Really Loved reading it.

Thank God I did not tried all those stuff which I thought of trying after reading 50 shades.- Maulik
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